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Abstract

Soot formation in a counterflow diffusion flame was studied with timeresolved laser-induced incandescence for a variety of gas compositions.
Temperature of soot particles, determined by two-color pyrometry, could be
fitted by a single exponential decay attributed to convective cooling. Thus,
soot particle diameters were determined across the flame. The soot growth
rate and the final particle size do not depend on oxygen content in the oxidizing stream. The highest growth rate was observed for propane as a fuel.
Introduction

Soot formation in laminar diffusion flames was extensively studied in past
decades [1]–[4]. Counterflow flames have been used as a well-controlled
environment with good optical access for studying effects of gas composition [5] and strain rate [6] on sooting properties of diffusion flames.
Time-resolved laser-induced incandescence (LII) was proposed [7] as a method to determine soot particle size based on its heating by a laser pulse and
subsequent cooling. Here we apply the method to study soot particle growth
in counterflow diffusion flames for a variety of fuels to provide data for
validation of soot growth models.
Approach

The measurements were done on a rectangular counterflow diffusion flame
burner, described in details elsewhere [8]. We used air enriched up to 60%
with oxygen as an oxidizing flow and methane, ethane, propane and ethylene as a fuel. The output of an Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm was focused into a
thin sheet with average fluence of 0.4 J/cm2. It was shown before [9] that
such fluence is high enough to heat all soot particles to the boiling
temperature, while still avoiding significant losses through vaporization.
An image-intensified CCD camera recorded LII emission at 450 nm at
650 nm using two dichroic bandpass filters at a varied delay with respect to
the laser pulse and the images were averaged along the horizontal axis.
Temperature of soot particles has been determined by the pyrometric method from the ratio of LII signals at two wavelengths, after they have been
corrected for different filter transmittance and camera sensitivity.
Temperature of soot particles during LII measurement has been modelled
using equations of heat balance as suggested by Melton[7]. He showed that
soot particles cool down mostly through convective heat transfer to the ambient gas, which could be described with a closed-form heat transfer model
by McCoy and Cha [11].
We used Cantera software [12] to model axisymmetric, opposed-flow diffusion flames using the GRI-Mech 3.0 kinetics mechanism [13]. It was shown
before[8] that temperature profiles calculated with Cantera match well to
measured temperature profiles with multiline NO LIF thermometry.
Results and Discussion

Temperature profiles measured with two-color pyrometry are close to what
Goulay[14] reports for laser fluence of 0.4 J/cm2 with peak temperatures
reaching 4000 to 4500 K (Figure 1 shows one typical example). The convective cooling rate was determined by exponential fitting of temperature
decay starting 20 ns after the temperature peak.
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Figure 1. Soot temperature measured with two-color pyrometry at different time
delays after the laser trigger. Dashed line shows exponential fit of temperature decay
starting at 20 ns. Measurement done in propane flame with 30% oxygen enrichment.

Using the model of convective cooling, we calculated soot particle diameter
that corresponds to the fitted decay time. By repeating the procedure for
every point across the burner, we could obtain spatial distribution of soot
particle size. Figure 2 shows such a profile in propane flame. Here, the fuel
is coming from the left, the oxidizing flow from the right and the soot particles start to form as the gas temperature reaches about 1600 K.
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Figure 2. Soot particle diameter derived from the soot cooling rate (solid line). Raw
LII taken through 650 nm filter is shown with dotted line (arbitrary units). Calculated
gas temperature is plotted with dashed line. Measurement done in propane flame with
30% oxygen enrichment.

Using calculated velocity profiles across the burner, we could determine the
time it takes for soot particles to reach specific height and thus reconstruct
the time evolution of soot particle diameter. We observed that the diameter
of soot particles increases quickly for several milliseconds and then stabilizes around 10-13 nm (see Figure 3). The flame temperature increases with
higher oxygen content and so does the mass fraction of soot. However, measured growth rates and final soot particle sizes did not change significantly,
so the increase of soot mass fraction can be attributed to a larger number of
particles.
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Figure 3. Soot diameter evolution over time (solid line), measured in propane flame
with different oxygen enrichment. Dashed line shows smoothed gradient (growth rate)
in nm/ms.

Multiplying the rate of diameter increase by the density of soot, we obtained
specific soot growth rates: 3.1·10−3 kg/m2s for methane, 4.7·10−3 kg/m2s for
ethane, 7.6·10−3 kg/m2s for propane and 6.1·10−3 kg/m2s for ethylene.
Although the last value is approximately four times larger than the value
reported for ethylene/air diffusion flame[2] it is still within the limits reported by other studies[3]. Notably, the specific soot growth rate in ethylene
flame is lower than that for propane even though the mass of produced soot
is about four times higher.
Conclusions

Time-resolved LII reveals growth of soot particles in counterflow flame. We
saw that after initial linear growth the diameter of soot particles stabilizes at
about 10 to 13 nm.
The soot growth rate increases with the number of carbon atoms in a fuel
molecule. For a given fuel, the growth rate does not depend on oxygen content in the oxidizer, even though the soot mass fraction increases for higher
oxygen content.
Our measurements provide an insight into the early stage of soot particle
growth in a well-controlled environment that allows good comparison with
chemical kinetics models.
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